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Rewrite each sentence to use a pronoun instead of the underlined noun.

( 1 ) We looked all over the map but still couldn't find Kuwait.

( 2 ) He wrote a book about car engines.

( 3 ) James and Steven went hiking in the mountains together.

( 4 ) It contains all of the quizzes from math class.

( 5 ) The green shirt has a hole.

Which pronoun could be used to replace the underlined nouns?

( 6 ) She uses the cane to help with

walking.

shea. itb. usc. med.

( 7 ) The knives and forks belong in the

drawer on the right.

hima. herb. theyc. med.

( 8 ) Uncle John went shopping with

Hannah and Brittany on Thursday.

thema. web. itc. theyd.

( 9 ) Grandma mailed a box of books to

Kenneth and Leslie.

hima. theyb. youc. usd.

(10) You can take a seat at the bar.

mea. itb. themc. youd.

(11) Maria put on the hat that was made

by Aunt Erin.

hera. Ib. mec. youd.

(12) Tiffany created a recipe that uses

brown sugar.

hea. itb. themc. herd.

(13) The employees threw a going-away

party for Sarah.

hea. sheb. herc. itd.

(14) The postman gave me the letter.

hea. herb. theyc. themd.
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